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3 Subtle Ways to Make
Attracting You Ideal Client A

Breeze



ALEXANDRA'S
STORY

If you want the meat of this content
go to page 4 :) But if you're
curious...here is a little about me..I
punched into my Corporate
America sales job everyday for 5
years. Let’s say my sales skills were
as underwhelming as happy hour
oysters. I struggled longer than I
should have. One day, my boss
waltzed over to me, looked me
dead in the eyes and said, “If you
don’t start becoming a master at
sales, I’m going to fire you.” That’s
how much I sucked.

Some leaders,
salespeople, moms
are born into their
roles - not me.
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I cried everyday in the office bathroom for a month. Thoughts of 

swirled in my head as my mascara ran down my cheeks. Was there
anything I could do that was valuable?

As you can tell, I suffered from a fixed mindset. Nearly all of my
coworkers and most of upper management were crippled by their
old habits, bogged down by “natural ability” and “schmoozing” and a
whole bunch of other bullshit. This wasn’t me. I looked at myself in
the mirror. I was staring at a young woman who wasn’t in love with
her job, felt defeated, and lacked confidence-picture being as
disappointed as biting into a chocolate chip cookie that you realize
was raisin- yea that was me - everyday.

                                                                  Mundane college sales
courses, crappy corporate training, and popular reads were great
and all, but they all focused on ideologies. None of this shit applied
to me, let alone helped me..

want to learn REAL SELLING and not the art of kissing up to upper
management as a desk jockey−I'm sure there’s a pathetic,
egotistical manager out there that can teach you that in exchange
for your soul and your first born.

I started Team Momentum because fuck a life-
sucking 40+ years with a fixed mindset and not giving
two shits about the real tools you NEED to learn to
be  successful.  Team Momentum  is  for  people who 

"I suck”  “I can’t do this”  “I’m worthless” 

I was never taught how to sell.



TEAM MOMENTUM
My vision for Team Momentum is to educate, empower, and create
opportunities for service-based entrepreneurs, like yourself, to
create your own wealth and live a financially-free life on your terms.
Anything can be taught, and success can be learned. The future is
promising to those who are willing to work hard and who are
passionate about making a positive impact.
 
Business success doesn't happen overnight. For me it took months,
even years, of trial and error, tens of thousands of dollars invested
in coaches and course education, and a lot of listening and
observing human behavior to find what moves the needle forward
in sales and client acquisition.
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Before we dive in, I want to share one of my biggest lessons about
starting a business.

Here’s why - the world we live in today moves at lightning speed. If I
wrote this 15 months ago and referenced the TikTok app, most of
you wouldn’t have a clue about what I was saying. Today,
millionaires are conceived on that platform (Full transparency, I
don’t use TikTok for biz, but you get my point).
 
         Fact: You can learn how to build a business by yourself, but it’ll
take forever to start seeing results while other people are out there
living your dream, stealing your market share, winning and dining
your crush with their new found wealth - Ok maybe not that last one
but hey, you never know. 
 
At Team Momentum, I share my tried and true strategies I learned
over 5 years in sales and entrepreneurship that resulted in multiple
7 figures in sales. You’ll learn quickly what took me YEARS to learn
and thousands of dollars spent−all so you can get results FAST.

BUT OK LET'S GET DOWN
TO IT ..
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A successful, competitive, thriving business
can’t be built alone.
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3 SUBTLE WAYS TO
MAKE ATTRACTING

YOUR IDEAL CLIENT A
BREEZE

Because shouldn't attracting someone who you can help to
TRANSFORM THEIR LIFE be a breeze?!
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Write down the top 3 challenges that your ideal client has
before working with you- if you don't know this or you don't
have any clients yet then survey your audience! 

Before you create any content answer this question : Does this
content resonate with the biggest challenges my ideal client is
facing? 

The goal is to create content that only speaks to your exact target
market! Your ideal client! This is going to make your ideal client
show themselves in a sea of people who might not be a fit! Below
are a few tips to make this happen: 

Why does this work?

Well when you are speaking to your ideal client you are more
memorable, you stand out and your ideal client is more likely to
engage with more of your content and want to learn from you
more! 

1)  Only create content for your ideal
client  
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What challenges did your client have before working with you
and where are they now?
What were they skeptical about when they started working
with you ?
What did you learn from working with this client that can help
you get other people even quicker results?

People love connecting and hate feeling like they are being sold to.
Your goal is to connect with your ideal client through telling stories
of either yourself or others who were in their shoes. Let's take a
story of a past client for example who you really helped. Think
about sharing a story that answers these questions: 

Why does this work?

You have probably heard the saying people buy from people they
know like and trust- but that's just a piece. People buy from people
who UNDERSTAND their challenges and who they believe can GET
THEM RESULTS. 

2)  Tell stories your ideal client can relate
to of yourself or past clients 
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Use hastags your ideal client may search for as well as
Facebook groups your ideal client may be in and post in there
regularly. Use a content creation schedule to keep track of
when you are posting and also to keep track of what hastags &
groups are best to get in front of your audience. 

Mention who you are and what you do in nearly every
post/video/ email that you have- even if it is brief! This may
sound repetitive but only about 3% of your followers even see
your social media posts so if you assume your followers or
your ideal client knows what you do- don't! 

Don't be afraid to be yourself! The old school rules of being
"professional" and "proper" are out the window in the
entrepreneurship world. People will connect with you when
they see YOU! 

Two of the biggest reasons you may not be attracting your ideal
client is that they don't know you exist and they don't know what
you offer. Here are a few tips on how you can solve that : 

3)  Be visible and be human!  
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In a short period of time I learned so much about how to identify my ideal
client, how to understand what motivates them to buy, and how to grow my
business by building relationships and fulfilling a need in my customers lives.
Alex always made sure that the information presented was clear and
applicable to my specific situation. She genuinely cares about her students’
success and her passion for helping others grow their business and reach
their goals shines through during her coaching sessions. I will continue to
implement the tools i gained from her trainings and can’t wait to see how it
helps me take my business to the next level”

" I  A M  S O  G R A T E F U L  T O  H A V E  H A D
T H E  O P P O R T U N I T Y  T O  P A R T I C I P A T E  I N
A L E X A N D R A ’ S  C O A C H I N G  P R O G R A M "

What if I could give you the exact formula for
success, what if I can save you years of learning,
implementing and save you thousands of dollars?

Wouldn't you love a process that would score you those 2, 5, 10
high value clients each and every month without having to stress
about where your next client is going to come from?!



Imagine all the possibilities this process can provide you! I’d love to share in
greater detail my formula and strategies that have helped me find business
success with sales and prospecting.

Want to learn more about how to grow your business and land dream clients

  

I’m looking forward to watching your business grow!

Warmly,

Alexandra

   You can access free trainings in my group: 

Entrepreneur Boss Babes Sharing Learning & Growing Their Online
Businesses 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2466728516928747 
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TEAM MOMENTUM


